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This unit may be smaller than the existing unit, but it should be compatible, in which case you need to remove the existing wall mounting and use the one that comes with this unit. One-stop shop for all things from your favorite brandGet it in front of 160+ million customers. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Sign up for a Slickdeals account to
remove this ad. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined May 2011 L3: Novak 274 Posts 262 Reputation Thanks Follow User Send Message Pro 08-23-2020 at 23:41 #2 Will be ordered, but reviews are mixed in terms of whether these nogeit This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined September 2008 L8: Great
Teacher 3,029 Posts 437 Reputation Thanks Follow User Send Message Pro 08-23-2020 at 23:43 #3 90 average day price is 29.25, so I don't know, Doesn't seem like too big a deal. I'm warning you $26, that would be the deal. This comment was rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined by Jul 2013 L6: Expert 1,934 Posts 635 Reputation Thanks Follow
User Send message 08-24-2020 at 01:03 PM #4 Quote from socal1 : Did you want to order, but reviews have been mixed in terms of whether these are legit Yup, the problem is Amazon mixes legitimate stocks with 3rd party stocks. It causes a lot of counterfeits to slip through. This comment is rated as helpless by slickdeals users Joined April 2020 New
User 6 Posts 10 Reputation Thanks Follow users Send a message 08-24-2020 at 01:13 PM #5 Just use Brushette, do not waste money and plastic. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals user Show Post HIDDEN 08-24-2020 at 01:17 PM This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined July 2009 L3: Novak 142 Posts 08-24-2020 at
01:17 PM Call Me Cheapo. Went to the Amazon page but ordered a generic/counterfeit one for $1 apiece. Good review though. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined October 2006 L4: Trainee 451 Posts 54 Reputation Thanks Follow user Send message 08-24-2020 at 01:23 PM #7 Quote from ben.bob : Call me cheapo. Went to the
Amazon page but ordered a generic/counterfeit one for $1 apiece. Good review though. The same is here, I got these 6 months ago and they are doing Great amp;amp;psc=1 This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined November 2010 L5: Journeyman 843 Posts 104 Reputation Thanks Follow User Send message 08-24-2020 at 01:23 PM
#8 Quote from socal1 Will : You order, but reviews are mixed in terms of whether these are legit I had a bad experience ordering online from less legible resellers. I've got one set where the needles holding them will come out mid through the brushing. It happened to two men in a short sequence. They were oral B branded - probably likely Oral B support
made one substitute for them. Sign up for your Slickdeals account to remove this ad. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined dec 2005 L3: Novak 108 Posts 45 Reputation Thanks Follow users Send a message 08-24-2020 at 01:25 PM #9 This price is with 3rd party sellers, who are questionable at best. I would avoid unless
amazon.com is a seller This comment is rated by Slickdeals users as helpless Joining the Oct 2017 Deal or No Deal 630 Posts 286 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send Message 08-24-2020 at 01:27 PM #10 Ive read a lot of reports that the heads of the brush for packing in Germany are either lower quality or often counterfeit. Also precisely clean is
the mediocre head of the brush. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joining November 2014 L3: Novak 252 Posts 28 Reputation Thanks Follow user Send message 08-24-2020 at 01:31 PM #11 Quote from trojan_m50 : I had a bad experience ordering online from less readable resellers. Once I got one set where the needles holding them
would come out mid through the brushing. It happened to two men in a short sequence. They were oral B branded - probably fake. Oral B support made one substitute for them. I do. I had the same problem, so I don't order from the dealer. This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joined August 2018 L2: Beginner 85 Posts 30 Reputation
Thanks Follow user Send message 08-24-2020 at 01:47 PM #12 If you happen to live near Kroger (I'm not sure about your other groceries/drugstores) some varieties are for sale, which can be combined with a $5 coupon for decent job: Toothbrush: Coupon: This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joining April 2007 L4: Master 1,803 Percentvi
12,579 Reputation Thanks Follow users Send message 08-24-2020 at 02:42 PM #13 We get the price gouged for a lot of things in the states. You just found out this?
Special quality nutritious foods This commentary has been rated by Slickdeals users as helpless Joined sep 2011 Stable Genius 320 Posts 217 Reputation Give Thanks Follow User Send
Message 08-24-2020 at 03:10 #14 Same painful experience for button batteries, Amazon and ebay full of fake Panasonics, Sony Duracell Enerzizer etc This comment is rated as helpless by Slickdeals users Joining Jun 2012 L6: Expert 1,778 Posts 206 Reputation Thanks Follow Users Send message 08-24-2020 at 04:32 PM #15 Are All Generic? Every one
I use, the spin movements don't turn. He's vibrating with a brush. I don't remember, but I think they had a full 90 degrees back and forth spinning. If orally-B electric toothbrush and looking for manufacturer-original accessories for the brush, then you have come to the right place. In this we list all the original accessories that you can buy for the Oral-B
toothbrush together with the supporting information, such as the brushes with which the accessory is compatible, which is included and where to buy it. Although original parts of Oral-B are recommended, we are aware that there are many similar or compatible products from other companies. Therefore, in addition to Oral-B, we have included a number of
carefully selected third-party brand supplements in addition to Oral-B supplements. The benefit in most cases is usually the price. Brush heads Replacement brush heads are the most common addition and spare part that we think people need for their brush. To keep things simple, because there are several different heads, visit our post explaining the Oral-B
head brush for all the details about them, including links to purchase. Charging stands &amp; power adapters Are the following options you have when it comes to filling stands for Oralno-B electric toothbrushes. Oral-B 3757 Mini Trickle Charger / Charging Stand – US Official Oral B Part. This is a standard charging stand/travel charger that comes with all
Oral-B electric toothbrushs. If you need a spare or replacement, this is designed to charge your orally-B electric toothbrush. It is made for the United States with a 2-pin plug and support for 120v. Compatibility: Oral-B Vitality, Pro 500, 1000, 1500, 3000, 5000, 6000, 7000 and 7500. Genius Pro 8000, Genius 9600. Parts numbers: 84848387 Where to buy:
BraunAmazoneBaySmall Oral-B Mini Trickle Charger / Filling Stand – D20 Plus Type 3765 – USA Official Oral B Part. This is a standard charging stand/travel charger that comes with selected orally-B electric toothbrushs. If you need a spare or replacement, this is designed to charge your orally-B electric toothbrush. It's built for the U.S. with a 2-pin plug and
120v support. Compatibility: Genius Pro 8000. White Genius 8000, White Genius 9000, Black Genius 9000, iBrush 8000/9000, Genius Series 8000/9000, D701.5xx.5, D701.5xx.6 Parts numbers: ON Where to buy: Oral-B Charging Stand /Charger – EU/European Official Oral B Part. It's a standard charging stand/travel charger that comes delivered with all
oral-B electric toothbrushs, and the difference is that the power connector and voltage are supported. It has a 2-pin power adapter for EU/European sockets, not usas sockets of 2 pins. It supports the 220/240v used in Europe. Compatibility: Vitality of oral B, Pro 500, 1000, 1500, 3000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 7500, Genius Pro 8000, Genius 9600. Part numbers:
81477283 / 045902197816 Where to buy: BraunElectric Shaver StoreeBay Oral-B 3755 Charging Stand/Charger – Global A official Oral-B part. It's a new style of charging racks introduced in 2018, which is used to fill your electric toothbrush. Compatible with all electric toothbrush, no power cord into it. Instead, it uses detachable orally-B electrical traces
such as those listed below (parts numbers 81577244 and 81577236). The lack of a fixed power adpatera in effect means that the stand can be used globally, provided that the appropriate power adapter is used. Compatibility: Vitality of oral B, Pro 500, 1000, 1500, 3000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 7500, Genius Pro 8000, Genius 9600. Part of the numbers: 3755
Where to buy: Oral-B Power Lead – White A White Oral-B branded USB power cable for USB enabled charging offered by Oral-B with certain electric toothbrushs, most likely, genius pro 8000. 2 pin connector at one end is designed to connect to American sockets. The other end of the cable is a proprietary 2 pin connector that fits in the D701 USB travel box.
The adapter supports 100-240v, so it can be used when traveling, you may need an adapter for the socket / plug. Compatibility: For use with the Oral-B D701 white/black USB charging device supplied with the Oral-B Genius Pro 8000 and Genius 9600. It also powers a 3755 charging rack. Part of the numbers: 81577244 Where to buy: Oral-B Power Lead –
Black A Black Oral-B branded usb power cable provided by Oral-B with specific electric toothbrush, most considered, Genius Pro 8000. 2 pin connector at one end is designed to connect to U.S. sockets. The other end of the cable is a proprietary 2 pin connector that fits in the D701 USB travel box. The adapter supports 100-240v, so it can be used when
traveling, you may need an adapter for the socket / plug. Compatibility: For use with the Oral-B D701 white/black USB charging device supplied with the Oral-B Genius Pro 8000 and Genius 9600. It also powers a 3755 charging rack. Part of the numbers: 81577236 Where to buy: BraunElectric Shaver Store Travel Cases The following are the options you
have when it comes to filling stands for oral-B electric toothbrushes. Oral-B Travel Case – Clear (84855540) Original Oral-B supplement, this is a basic plastic travel box designed to hold the brush handle and up to 2 x brush head. The case is you make plastic paint. It is designed for slimmer (D20) models with a brush. The case does not offer USB charging.
Compatibility: Oral-B Pro 1000, 1500, 3000 and 7500. Part of the numbers: 84855540 /045900092878 Where to buy: Oral-B Travel Case – Clear (81394917) Original Oral-B supplement, this is a basic plastic travel dough designed to hold the handle of the brush and up to 2 x head brushes. The case is you make plastic paint. The case does not offer USB
charging. Compatibility: Oral-B Pro 5000 and 7000. Part of the numbers: 81394917 Where to buy: Oral-B Travel Case – Blue (67040154) Original Oral-B supplement, this is a basic plastic travel suit designed to hold brush handles and up to 2 x brush heads. It's a case of blue. Compatibility: Oral-B Pro 5000. Section: 67040154 Where to buy: BraunElectric
Shaver StoreeBayFix Oral-B Premium Travel Case – White Original Oral-B Supplement, this is a premium travel case that holds the brush handle and up to 2 head brushes. Designed to accommodate a larger processed D34/D36 palette of electric toothbrushes. The case is white with silver end-caps. The case does not offer USB charging. Compatibility:
Oral-B Pro 5000 and 7000. Parts numbers: 81477970 /D34/D36/045900290182 Where to buy: eBayBraunElectric Shaver Store Oral-B Premium Travel Case – Black Original Oral-B Supplement, this is a premium travel case that holds handle brushes and up to 2 head brushes. Designed to accommodate a larger processed D34/D36 palette of electric
toothbrushes. The case is white with silver end-caps. The case does not offer USB charging. Compatibility: Oral-B Pro 5000 and 7000. Parts numbers: 81437374 / D34 / D36 / 045902790185 Where to buy: Oral-B Basic Travel Case – White Original Oral-B Supplement, this is a basic plastic travel dough designed to hold brush handles and up to 2 x head
brushes. The case does not offer USB charging. Compatibility: Genius Pro 8000 Portion Numbers: 81574169 Where to Buy: Oral-B D701 USB Travel Case – Black Original Oral-B Supplement. This black coloured vehicle includes an electric toothbrush handle and up to 2 brush heads. Premium case is solid with secure fastening. The proprietary power
connection allows the brush to be charged in the event, provided that the power supply lead (sold separately) is connected. The USB port on the box then allows the power to pass to those such as a smartphone. Although officially designed for the Genius range of brush handles, its own testing confirms although not absolutely perfect fit, other Pro and Smart
handles fit comfortably and charge inside the device (Not Pro/SmartSeries 6000/6500). Compatibility: Oral-B Pro, 1000, 1500, 3000, 6000, 7500 and Genius Pro 8000 Parts Numbers: 81644975 Where to buy: eBayBraunElectric Shaver Store Oral-B D701 USB Travel Case – Rose Gold Oral-B Supplement. This white/rose gold color vehicle includes an
electric toothbrush handle and up to 2 brush heads. Premium case is solid with secure fastening. The proprietary power connection allows the brush to be charged in the event, provided that the power supply lead (sold separately) is connected. The USB port on the box then allows the power to pass to those such as a smartphone. Although officially
designed for the Genius Pro range of brush handles, our own testing confirms although not absolutely perfect fit, other Pro handles fit comfortably and charge within the case (Not Pro/SmartSeries 5000/7000). Compatibility: Oral-B Pro, 1000, 1500, 3000, 6000, 7500 and Genius Pro 8000 Parts Numbers: 81644977 Where to buy: eBayBraunElectric Storage in
The Shaver Store The following are the options you have when it comes to toothbrush and brush heads. Oral-B brush head holder/rack (holds 2 brush heads) This is a sculpted piece of gloss White plastic that fits around any standard oral-B electric brush/station filling stand. Moulds offer 2 upright bursts on which the head of the oral-B brush can sit when not
in use. It is the perfect accessory for keeping spare brush heads at your fingertips. Compatibility: Fits around any oral-B standard charging stand Number parts: 67040226 / 045903296600 Where to buy: Hermitshell Oral-B Head Brush Holder/Stand (Holding 2 Head Brushes) Third-Party Accessory, this is not the original Oral-B part, but works in a very similar
way. This is a sculpted piece of gloss White plastic that fits around any standard Oral-B stand for filling the electric brush/station. Moulds offer 2 upright bursts on which each oral-B brush head can sit when not in use. It is the perfect accessory for keeping spare brush heads at your fingertips. Compatibility: Fits around any oral-B standard charging stand Part
of numbers: N/A Where to buy: Oral-B Brush Head Storage/Holder/Tray with Lid. Moulds offer a tray with up to 4 spaces in which brush heads can lie. It is the perfect accessory for keeping spare brush heads at your fingertips. The tray has a cover to protect the brush heads from spraying and dust, but still allows ventilation. When in the drawer any excess
moisture will be collected at the bottom, away from the bristles and can be easily cleaned. Compatibility: Fits around any oral-B standard charging rack Part of the numbers: 67040225 /045900094889 Where to buy: BraunElectric Shaver StoreeBayFix Oral-B Brush Stand with Brush Head Holder/Tray with Lid (holds 4 head brushes) Third-party addition, this is
not the original Oral-B part, but works in a very similar way. Made of shiny white plastic, the object serves several functions. The idea is that the original Oral-B charger fits into the cutout on the left, and then the toothbrush sits at the top of the stand. Then there is a plastic bracket on which the 2nd toothbrush can sit. On the right side has a storage
compartment up to 4 brush heads. Heads lie in the compartment and the lid, which is blue color can be closed over the top to protect the head from spraying and damage, but with cutouts for ventilation, so that the heads dry out. It is the perfect accessory for keeping spare brush heads at your fingertips. When in the drawer any excess moisture will be
collected at the bottom, away from the bristles and can be easily cleaned. Compatibility: Fits around any oral-B standard charging rack Part of numbers: N/A Where to buy: Various supplements Are the following are various other supplements that are available from Oral-B and their electric toothbrush. Oral-B smartphone holder /Stand White oral-B-signature
smartphone holder. A passive item, it's on the worktop and offers a mounting point for your smartphone, whether it's in portrait or landscape orientation. Keep your smartphone at an optimal viewing angle, with the intention of using the Oral-B companion app on the screen to monitor and monitor the purity associated with the oral-B electric brush.
Compatibility: Customized with brushes that offer Bluetooth connectivity, but are not specific to these models. Oral-B Pro 3000, 500, 6000, 7000, 7500 and Genius Pro 8000. Part of the numbers: 81574165 Where to buy: Oral-B smartphone wall/suction cup holder white smartphone holder with oral-B brand. The suction cup design allows you to attach the
holder to a flat surface such as a mirror or window. Universal holder hands can be adjusted to suit many smartphones of different sizes from 58 mm wide to 83 mm wide. Then there is the full rotation option of 360 degrees. For some phones, setting the button may interfere with adjustable hands to consider this when your phone docks. Compatibility:
Although not specific to these models, due to the universal design, this holder is the same one that came in the box with the Genius Pro 8000. Parts numbers: 81574168 / 045903299823 Where to buy: Oral-B Wireless Smart Guide – Silver Small wireless unit that connects to selected Oral-B electric toothbrushes to show current time, but progress of any clean
while the brush is on. Provides a timer, a visual representation of the quadrant of the mouth, along with icons for available cleaning methods and a star rating for how well you've cleaned. Compatibility: Most oral-B Bluetooth enabled handles. Oral-B Pro 3000, 6000, 7000, 7500 and Genius Pro 8000. Part of the numbers: 81477968 / 045900697639 / D36 /
3742 Where to buy: eBayBraunElectric Shaver StoreSmall Appliance Oral-B Wireless Smart Guide – White Small wireless unit that connects to selected Oral-B electric toothbrushes to show the current time, but progress any clean while the brush is on. Provides a timer, a visual representation of the quadrant of the mouth, along with icons for available
cleaning methods and a star rating for how well you've cleaned. Compatibility: Most oral-B Bluetooth enabled handles. Oral-B Pro 3000, 6000, 7000, 7500 and Genius Pro 8000. Parts numbers: 81477967 / 045900093653 / D36 / SG2.1 / 3742 Where to buy: Oral-B Wireless Smart Guide Wall Mount Replacement clean plastic frame and manual wall mounting
pad oral-b 3742. Compatibility: Oral-B Smart Guide 3742. Part of the numbers: 81437422 / 045901790001 Where to buy: Brush handles Next are replacement electric handles of the toothbrush. It is supplied only as a working handle of the brush, no brush heads or accessories are supplied. Oral B Mode Brush Handle/Body – D20 Plus, Type 3765 – White
This is just the original oral-B handle brush. There is no brush head, filling rack or accessories. The brush handle contains lithium-ion batteries. The handle includes 6 cleaning methods, Daily Clean, Gum Care, Sensitive Whitening, Pro Clean and Tongue Care. The handle has an LED Smart Ring that is customizable 1 out of 12 colors when set up via the
Oral-B app for Android and iOS that can be paired with this brush handle using Bluetooth. This smart ring also doubles as a pressure sensor. The handle on the front has a Clear/White panel that contains illuminating icons to show which cleaning method is used. There is also an on button and a cleaning mode button. The main handle is made of shiny white
plastic and has a white rubber handle that descends down the back of the handle. Compatibility: Requires high output charger D20 Plus 81574180 Part of numbers: D20 Plus White 6 Mode Type 3765 Where to buy: eBayElectric Shaver Store Oral-B 6 Mode Handle Brushes / Body – D20 Plus – Type 3765 / 3764 – Black This is just the original oral-B handle
brushes. There is no brush head, filling rack or accessories. The brush handle contains lithium-ion batteries. The handle includes 6 cleaning methods, Daily Clean, Gum Care, Sensitive Whitening, Pro Clean and Tongue Care. The handle has an LED Smart Ring that is customizable 1 out of 12 colors when set up via the Oral-B app for Android and iOS that
can be paired with this brush handle using Bluetooth. This smart ring also doubles as a pressure sensor. The handle on the front has a Black Panel that contains illuminating icons to show which cleaning method is used. There is also an on button and a cleaning mode button. The main handle is made of shiny white plastic and has a black rubber handle that
descends down the back of the handle. Compatibility: Requires high output charger D20 Plus 81574180 Part of numbers: D20 Plus White 6 Mode Type 3764/3765 Where to buy: eBayElectric Shaver Store Oral-B 6 Mode Brush Handle /Body – D20 Plus – Type 3765 – Rose Gold This is just the original oral-B handle brush. There is no brush head, filling rack
or accessories. The brush handle contains lithium-ion batteries. The handle includes 6 cleaning methods, Daily Clean, Gum Care, Sensitive Whitening, Pro Clean and Tongue Care. The handle has an LED Smart Ring that is customizable 1 out of 12 colors when set up via the Oral-B app for Android and iOS that can be paired with this brush handle using
Bluetooth. This smart ring also doubles as a pressure sensor. The handle on the front has a rose gold panel that contains illuminating icons to show which cleaning method is used. There is also an on button and a cleaning mode button. The main handle is made of shiny white plastic and has a white rubber handle that descends down the back of the handle.
Compatibility: is a high output charger D20 Plus 81574180 part part Plus White 6 Mode Type 3765 Where to buy: eBayElectric Shaver Store You can't find what you're looking for? Although we strive to keep this list current, there may be parts that are available but are not listed here. Believe it or not, the best place to contact is a specialized third party that is
one of Oral-B's authorized U.S. service agents. They stock many oral-B toothbrushes and spare parts and are well placed to advise on the parts that have compatibility with your toothbrush. Their contact details are: 1-888-476-1785 (Monday-Friday 9am - 5pm CST). If this is not successful, we recommend that you speak with Oral-B for further assistance
and support. You can contact their customer affairs team by visiting the or calling 1-800-566-7252 (Monday -Friday: 9am -6pm EST) Keep at the beginning: Everything is invested to keep this site up to date with current add-ons and accurate information. Prices and availability do not differ and the compatibility of the product may be better or worse than
stated. Electric teeth will not be responsible for incorrect details. Details.
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